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engage is about ideas, the influences
and behaviours that impact on all
of us. For business growth, ideas
need to be shared but by combining
expertise, a partnership can become
more specialised and successful.
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can help bring out the best in your
business.
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The birth of the
blockbusters
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A Royale
with cheese
They often say the 1970s
was the golden era of
cinema but the 1990s
created the templates for
film that have yet to be
surpassed today.
In this edition of engage,
we look at some of those
classic films that used
new CGI graphics, quotable
dialogue, cult soundtracks
and independent style to
create memorable
cinema.

Technology has always found a place
in filming but in the 1990s, the
ability to make movies that were
considered unmakeable were
suddenly possible.
In 1991, James Cameroon launched
Terminator 2: Judgement Day which was a
massive leap in its morphing effects and
innovation. In 1993, the first Jurassic Park
was released. The authentic photo realism
of the effects made this film the highest
grossing movie of all time to that date.
The rise of the blockbuster meant the rise
of the cost. On average, a film budget was
around £53m but more and more films
were now exceeding the £100m mark.
The 1980s had started the idea of the
superstar actor. In the 1990s, the
superstar commanded fuller control of
the scripts, casting and copious on-set
demands.

To infinity...

Independent days

Pixar, although they had been
working in the background on
several larger films (such as Star
Trek II), revealed their first major
CGI animated film, Toy Story.

By 1996, independent cinemas
punch was so great that four of the
five Best Picture Academy Awards
were non-studio films.

It is hard to convey how truly original
and revolutionary this film was. Animated
hand drawn films have been a part of
early cinema but Toy Story was something
different.
John Lasseter, the creator of Pixar, had
combined authentic story telling with
humour, pathos and a vivid imagination.
Amazingly, many thought this type of film
was a passing fancy, like 3D or Smell-OVision. In many respects, Toy Story was
so far ahead of the game, the animation
landscape took many years to catch up.
Only now do animated films consistently
dominate the ratings schedules.

Bring out the Gimp
As the big corporate films
demanded more, the thirst for films
with more uniqueness and
singularity was beginning to grow.
One film in 1992 provided the
lightening rod for all independent films
and was a blitzkrieg to the senses.
Made on a budget of just $1.2million,
Quentin Tarantino’s Reservoir Dogs was
gloriously profane, darkly funny and quite
unlike anything else out in the film world.
The box office takings were modest but it
made many studios take notice and create
independent film divisions.

At the beginning of the 90s, three top
grossing films, Ghost, Pretty Woman and
Home Alone, were modestly budgeted and
character led. By the late 90s, the big
earners were Titanic, Armageddon and
then the first Star Wars prequel, Star Wars:
The Phantom Menace.

If Reservoir Dogs was the starter,
his next film, Pulp Fiction, was
the main course. It was
supremely cool, very quotable
with snappy dialogue and
with a cult surf soundtrack,
it became a massive cultural
hit. It also bought back actors
who had been cast aside by the film
industry; John Travolta providing his best
performance to date.

During the 1990s, directors who later
transitioned into studio mainstream,
started their careers with startling
creativity.

The originals

Bryan Singer, many years before the
X-Men franchise, made an impact with
his devilishly twisted The Usual Suspects.
David Fincher (who made Gone Girl in
2014) started with the tense and
unforgettable Se7en and Fight Club.

In the mid 90s, even the Bond films
emerged from hibernation. With
Pierce Brosnan, a more friendly
Bond, Golden Eye made $352m,
double the previous Bond outing.

In the UK, British films moved away from
the Merchant Ivory heritage. Richard
Curtis’ Four Weddings and a Funeral was
a huge hit. Perhaps the most exciting
discovery in the UK was Danny Boyle.
His 1994 debut Swallow Grave pricked up
some ears but it was his second outing
with Trainspotting, that really made its
mark. The uncompromising, fizzing
reflection of youth made it an instant
classic.

As the 007 progressed into the next
decade with Daniel Craig, they almost
reflect what the 90s cinema really
achieved. They laid the groundwork for
the next generations of trends and styles.
You can look at the Matrix (1999) and
see the game-changing effects and
inventive story line; admire the scale of
Jurassic Park; the bursting energy of
Pulp Fiction and the warm glow of Toy
Story and feel that they all could have
been made last week.
As the decade ended, it gave us one of
the newest stylistic trends; home made
film treatments, with the Blair Witch
Project (the filming cost just $26,000).
This was a truly independent film, with
marketing originality as well as hitting a
terrifying nerve with all audiences.
The 90s film makers truly made the
cinema of today.

Films that defined a decade

Goodfellas
1990

Silence of the Lambs
1991

Reservoir Dogs
1992

Jurassic Park
1993

Pulp Fiction
1994

Se7en
1995

Toy Story
1995

Trainspotting
1996

Blair Witch Project
1999

The Matrix
1999

